
Team Ginkgo

CPC Calendar 
of Events Page



Challenge

Improve the CPC Events page

1. Fundraising 2.   Tours 3.   Information clarity



Meet Lisa





“I saw it scrolling through
my Facebook feed.”



“ Yes, I hear from Twitter and then go 
to the events thing, or the Twitter will 

have a link I can click on.”



“Usually it’s on Facebook.
Or I’ll do a google search.”

“I was scrolling through Facebook instead 
of working or planning”



65%
Of all participants interviewed

reported hearing about events 

through social media







7        

don’t find out about events for the first 
time from the CPC website

out of 9 people



?How can we make the events 

pages integrate with external sites and 

social media?



Introducing 

Park Zuckerberg



Engagement Participation Donation

Create new social media streams for 

CPC’s main audience of people living 

close to the park to engage them

Get them to participate 

more in events

Include clear 

opportunities to donate

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Park Zuckerberg calendar page strategies



Engagement





“I would expect to see … info on

 closures or construction when it’s 

starting and finishing.” —Matan









Participation







“First thing I do after discovering the 

event I determine whether I’m free at that 

time ... I’ll put it on my calendar.” 

                                                                   —Matan





“I will expect to see a map on the 

calendar page.” —Maple





“I would see … maybe who’s leading it … I 

would probably not go on a walk with a park 

ranger, would rather someone from 

museum of natural history.” 

                                                                   —Karen





“There should be 13 years of pictures 

from past events. It would give me a 

deeper understanding of what this event 

entails.” —Karen







Donation







“I like the big green become a member 

and get a discount. I think it would be 

more clear if you could say how much 

people were saving like a percentage.” 

—Amy





Main Events Page





“The CPC calendar page is bland.” —Gina 





“Yes I usually use Google just because 

Google is faster than using the CPC site.” 

—Bryan





“In deciding an event to attend I look 

closely based on time and location.” 

—Eric





“Weekly tabs might be a bit confusing for 
me. It wouldn’t be my intuition to click on 
them to open these weekly tabs.” —Lisa
                                        

                                                                              





“I would expect to see on the parks 
calendar page info on closures and 
construction starting or finishing.” —Matan





“CPC keeps the park looking amazing. I 

don’t question a thing they do.” —Bryan





“There are just squares of color but I 

don’t see what those are - so i don’t know 

what that means.” —Amy





“I used the link [to the event] on the 

Central Park twitter account.” —Lisa





1. People mainly use social media
2. Events page not as useful for for 

frequent park users

1. Integrate social media to meet 
people where they are.

2. Integrate alerts to make events 
page more useful.

3. Use increased engagement to 
add more CTAs to donate

Park Zuckerberg

FINDINGS CONCEPT

CONCLUSION


